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Colorful pictures of baby animals, rhyming text to read aloud, and touch & feel textures make this

book perfect for you and your bright baby.
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This book is adorable, my baby loves it...and the reason I am not giving this book all five stars is

because they have a picture of a CHIMPANZEE but the book calls it a MONKEY. The chimp is part

of the ape family, all five species in the ape family do not have tails. A monkey is not an ape and

thus, always has a tail. I realize it's a book intended for a baby, but it's never too early to learn some

basic scientific facts. The editor is asleep at the wheel.

This quickly became a instant fabvorite for my 11 month old twins. The book isvery simple. The

pictures are great. They love to interact with the pages. I have memorized the book so as they hold

and turn pages I am reciting the words. My twins are teething so since it is cardboard it has teeth

marks and bites. If there is a more indistructable medium than cardboard I would suggest that baby

books be made of that. Arrived on time, is as decribed, would order from seller again.

I own 4 of these books. my child LOVES them - I started with "Zoo's Who?" and "Puppy Love?" and



decided to get a couple more from . I didn't realize this version is half the size of the books I already

own. Good for travelling I guess.

I bought this for my son to bring in his diaper bag to church. I needed more books that he could

enjoy and help him sit quietly.My son is 13 months old. He likes this book but I think all the pages

are very similar. Many, if not all the pages feel the same, that is all the animals are furry, so every

page has some sort of fur, just different colors of fur. Very boring in my opinion. I wish they had

animals with scales or something.For the price, I suppose it's not bad. It's small so it's easy to

transport and easy for little hands to grab/hold.

This is a great touch & feel baby book. My baby has loved it. It is small enough to easily pack in the

diaper bag, small enough for her to handle easily as well. The pictures are cute. She especially

loves the tiger & dog pages.

This book is overall very good. My baby loves the pictures And he also likes feeling the pictures

while I read it to him. We have all the touch and feel baby books from roger priddy.They have

become his favorite books.

Hands down my baby's favorite book ever! He loves feeling the textures and even looking at the

pictures on his own. I've read it to him so many times I have it memorized. I bought a second one

and sought out more books from this author he has enjoyed this book so much! Can't say enough

good things about it.

Best baby book buy! I bought this when my son was 4 months, he's now 10 months and brings me

this book to read. Fits well in his hands. I don't like the rhyming of the "goslings" page, but I made

up my own rhyme.
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